
AC&C Education Classes  

Sunday Morning May 7, 2017  

Hyatt Regency Rochester, Rochester NY 
 

9:00 - 10:00  

Class 1:   Presentation To Performance by Mark Kettner  Mark Kett-

ner, certified Performance Judge, will describe the judging program's jour-

ney from Presentation to Performance.  Discussion will center around the 

elements of impactful performances, and why this transition was needed to 

help barbershop grow and become relevant in today’s world of entertain-

ment.   Location: Loftus C. Carson Room 

 
Class 2:  Singing Through Your Break by Denise Dyer  Let’s go for a 

drive!  As we develop a road map and go exploring we must first prepare 

our vehicle.  This will be a field trip like no other as we develop a route, 

and prepare and operate a motor vehicle.  Prior driving experience is help-

ful (just kidding), but not required.  Intrigued?  Come explore with us!   

Location: Wilmorite 

 

9:00- 10:30  

Class 1:  Interpretation Demystified by Brent Graham Learn to identify 

the theme of any song and design an interpretation plan based on that 

theme.  Members will create an interpretation plan for part of one song. 

Learn how to move from the learning track to your own interpretation us-

ing the tools learned in class.    Location: Regency Ballroom C 

 

10:00 - 11:00 

Class 1:   Conquering The Aging Voice by Sandi Wright  Phona-

tion…..what is it?  What happens to your breath support, your vocal 

health? What happens to your voice as you age and what can you do?  

Location:  Loftus C. Carson Room  

 

Class 2:  What Makes It Barbershop? by Kathy Greason  In this class, 

participants will listen to music to explore and identify the elements of the 

barbershop style.   Location: Wilmorite 

 
Class 3: Sing With The Queens with For Heaven’s Sake (1996) and Live-

Wire (2015). $3.00 donation with proceeds to Youth Outreach.   

Location: Regency Ballroom A 

 

10:30 - 12:00 

Class 1: Coaching Under Glass by Alan Gordon Watch and learn as two 

quartets are coached in an open forum. Location: Regency Ballroom C 


